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Bell Auto Inc is offering free delivery on all used vehicles to qualified potential
drivers

Drivers can find free delivery on all used vehicles within 200 km distance

TORONTO (PRWEB) January 12, 2021 -- Bell Auto Inc is offering a unique opportunity for individuals who
might be in search of their next vehicle. Within three simple steps, Bell Auto Inc can send any vehicle on the lot
to a qualified driver's household free of charge. This deal is in place to mainly encourage car sales in the greater
Toronto area while COVID-19 is still rampaging the world.

The process of all this is quite simple, the first step being for a driver to visit Bell Auto’s website at
www.bellauto.caand find the right vehicle that fits whatever needs the driver and their loved ones may want.
Next up is the approval process through Bell Auto. The folks at Bell Auto can get interested drivers approved in
a matter of minutes with an extra bonus of no payments for the next 90 days. The third and final step in this
convenient process is to have the selected vehicle delivered to the designated household. Bell Auto’s crew will
make sure the selected vehicle is sanitized, detailed and fully certified before it is sent off to its destination.

This offer is only available to qualified drivers within a 200 km distance from Bell Auto Inc location in
Toronto. This is truly an incredible offer by the team at Bell Auto Inc to make it as convenient as possible for
qualified drivers to get a new vehicle during these trying times. If interested in learning more about this deal,
drivers can feel free to visit Bell Auto Inc website which is mentioned in the above paragraph.
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Contact Information
Kamran Khadeem
Bell Auto Inc
http://https://www.bellauto.ca/
416-736-8880

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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